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the powerflex 7000's highly flexible drive control panel allows for extensive control and monitoring of drives, enabling the user to adjust motor speed, torque, limit switching, shunt current, etc. in real time. the drives can also control power distribution and regulate voltage, frequency, and phase. energy savings has always been one of our top priorities, and the powerflex drive series is the perfect solution for energy

efficient motors. with true digital inputs, the powerflex 7000 series can be easily integrated with our powerflex safety controller. this controller can be used with any standard sensor, such as water and oil, making the drive suitable for any application. the safety controller is also fully programmable, so it can be modified to meet any customer needs. we have never been the kind of company that focuses on drive
technology. our strengths are in our people, our education and our service to our customers. we have over 200 employees here at enersys who have been committed to our customers. i'm sure that these employees at enersys have been waiting for the right moment to tell you all about our line of drives. for industry leading performance, reliability, and efficiency we design our products with components that are

built to last. we use top quality materials and components in our drives that are proven to endure the rigors of offshore power generation. from the siemens gamesa and ac motors to our ball bearings, our products are designed with the same longevity in mind. our heavy duty drive systems are designed to handle the power fluctuations of the offshore power grid. this system provides full ac and dc motor protection
against high overload and low voltage as well as current draw and voltage sag. learn more about our heavy duty drive systems here.
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the powerflex 7000's highly flexible drive control panel allows for extensive control and monitoring of drives, enabling the user to adjust motor speed, torque, limit switching, shunt current, etc. in real time. the drives can also control power distribution and regulate voltage, frequency, and phase. energy savings has always been one of our top priorities, and the
powerflex drive series is the perfect solution for energy efficient motors. with true digital inputs, the powerflex 7000 series can be easily integrated with our powerflex safety controller. this controller can be used with any standard sensor, such as water and oil, making the drive suitable for any application. the safety controller is also fully programmable, so it can be

modified to meet any customer needs. we have never been the kind of company that focuses on drive technology. our strengths are in our people, our education and our service to our customers. we have over 200 employees here at enersys who have been committed to our customers. i'm sure that these employees at enersys have been waiting for the right
moment to tell you all about our line of drives. for industry leading performance, reliability, and efficiency we design our products with components that are built to last. we use top quality materials and components in our drives that are proven to endure the rigors of offshore power generation. from the siemens gamesa and ac motors to our ball bearings, our
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